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AbSTRAcT

In demand assignment protocol, resources are granted on the basis of demand, governing some rules, policies 
in resource assignment and after the completion of need, resources are released back to the central pool for further 
requests. In star topology TDM/TDMA network of very small aperture terminals with a common request channel, 
a large number of participating terminals generate signalling packets on the request channel. It is desired that these 
terminals have higher chances of successful access to the media with a minimal number of the collision over the 
shared channel. Under these circumstances, the performance of the media access protocol is really crucial. Aloha 
is the simplistic technique to access the shared channel but suffers from extremely low throughput. Its successor 
slotted Aloha improves the throughput by cutting down the vulnerable period to half by agreeing on transmission 
at slot boundaries. This improvement is also not adequate to provide the better chances of packets getting through 
when multiple nodes are participating. The large latency network where one hop delay is of the order of 270 ms, 
feedback time and timeouts are also of high order this further worsen the problem. A self-managed access scheme 
for demand request that tries to reduce the collision by managing the multiple requests and distributing them over 
different slots is proposed.
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1. INTRODUcTION
Recent multi-beam satellites have offered higher power 

and bandwidth. At the same time, maturity and improvement 
in ground terminals in terms of form-factor and capabilities has 
been observed. Instead of traditional voice services, terminals 
are now migrating to be data-centric. With the advancement of 
space & ground segments, network design, and multiple access 
techniques, there has been an improvement in the network 
capacity. In a large network, there are more chances of a large 
amount of bursty traffic and flow of significant amount of 
signalling packets for demand request. To handle such types 
of traffic patterns and for the optimum utilisation of satellite 
resources, there is a requirement of efficient media access 
protocol2 to improve the channel utilisation and to optimally use 
the satellite transponder3 bandwidth. Media access protocols 
are designed to coordinate transmission of packets among 
stations and resolving collisions during contention periods 
among stations. Based on bandwidth allocation, a medium 
access control scheme can be fixed assignment, random 
access, and demand assignment. But in terms of access to the 
medium, contention-free and contention-based are the two 
main categories of channel access scheme. In the first category, 
the channel is accessed in a contention-free manner and there 
are four classical methods that are used in this category. Each 

method has its own unique technique to allow access to the 
channel. In frequency division multiple access (FDMA), the 
spectrum is divided into frequency domain that means total 
bandwidth is divided into parts and terminals are assigned with 
the portion of the band generally separated by guard band to 
keep the signal well separated. Time division multiple access 
(TDMA) uses time domain partition where several users share 
a single carrier frequency but each of them using different non-
overlapping timeslot. Each slot is used to transmit one packet, 
hence well suited for packet traffic. Code division multiple 
access, abbreviated as CDMA is based on spread spectrum 
where the same spectrum is allocated to each user however they 
have been assigned different codes that help to discriminate 
from each other. Space division multiple access (SDMA) uses 
the concept of transmitting information in different physical 
areas it serves the different users by spot beam antenna. The 
second category is the contention based random access method 
where users access the shared media randomly based on their 
local algorithm to access11 the media where significant chances 
of collision exist although collision resolution and reservation 
techniques try to improve the situation. Random2 access 
techniques1 are preferably used when the transmission is of 
bursty nature.
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(VSAT) Satcom network encompasses the services of space 
segment and the ground segment. In typical S-band terminal 
configuration with C band Hub, there is the provision of Hub 
enabled services with broadcasting satellite service (BSS) 
band in the C×S forward link and mobile satellite service 
(MSS) band in the S×C return link. This combination can 
effectively be utilised for two-way communication services as 
well as for reporting and broadcast applications. In multi-beam 
architecture, the C-band feeder link to the satellite from the hub 
is through the global beam. The corresponding downlink is in 
the S-band, with multiple spot beams to cover the desired foot-
print with improved power. MSS ground segment comprises 
various types of user terminals and a central hub station. The 
hub station incorporates a large antenna, RF electronics with 
redundancy, baseband electronics including modems, various 
embedded processing modules, and network management 
system (NMS).

Network in the current context is based on a star topology 
and the terminals are networked in demand assigned multiple 
access (DAMA12) mode, though central control station. A star 
topology provides two hops connectivity between remote 
terminals through the central hub. Traffic between any two 
remote terminals must traverse the satellite link twice, once 
from the remote terminal to the hub, followed by a redirect 
back over the satellite to the destination remote terminal. The 
MSS hub provides central control for terminals operating in 
DAMA mode14 and acts as a network control centre. In the 
network, NMS at hub controls all the resources and based on 
terminal service requests and current network state, it allocates 
communication resources to terminals. Broadly, there are 
two type of channels in the network, signalling, and traffic. 
Signalling channels are required to exchange the network 
control and management information, which includes call 
setup, call teardown, network synchronisation, and monitoring 
& control. Traffic channels are required for voice and data 
communication between the terminal to terminal and terminal 
to the hub. In addition, the hub may also provide the terrestrial 
network access and order-wire functions.

The TDM/TDMA network as illustrated in Fig. 1 consists 
of one hub and associated remotely dispersed terminals. 
In the example configuration, there is one outbound TDM 
carrier from hub to terminals and two inbound carriers shared 
between remote terminals as return channels one each for 
TDMA and random access. Number of channels in outbound 
and inbound links may vary and are governed by requirements 
depending on available bandwidth and link budget. On return 
channel, dispersed terminals attempt to send packets. here, 
dedicated separate return channels have been assumed for both 
random access and TDMA mode of operation, where random 
access is used for signalling packets and TDMA is used for 
traffic packets. A terminal first tries to acquire the access slot 
present on the signalling carrier. On successful transmission, 
it is acknowledged by the NMS on a broadcast time division 
multiplexed (TDM) channel that is from Hub to the terminal. 
Those packets subject to error due to degraded channel 
conditions or lost due to the collision are not acknowledged 
from the hub and are automatically retransmitted after 
the timeout. The TDM frame from the hub station is the 

combination of signalling information and variable length 
data packets multiplexed at the hub site and broadcast to all 
the terminals in the network. A synchronisation pattern is sent 
for the synchronisation of remote stations. This pattern also 
helps to derive the start of TDMA frames to all the terminals in 
the network. In the network, terminals utilise random access, 
narrowband slotted Aloha signalling channels for power-on, 
demand request, call request, call release, monitoring & control 
functions in return channel that is from the terminal to hub. 
The traffic data is to be transmitted on non-contention TDMA 
channel for efficient utilisation of satellite bandwidth for voice 
and messages services and to support bandwidth-on-demand 
applications. On the forward link signalling and traffic are time 
multiplexed on high data rate TDM carrier.

Random access protocol slotted Aloha or its variants are 
especially important in VSAT networks due to their algorithm 
simplicity and suitability for bursty traffic. One of the main 
challenges here is to maximise the utilisation of random access 
signalling channel so that terminals could successfully send 
demand request and other signalling information to the central 
hub. Slotted Aloha is the popular choice for random access 
signalling channel but there are related variants and the scope17 
of further optimisation13.

3. RANDOM AcceSS pROTOcOlS
Random access schemes15 with emphasis on media access 

control aspects for accessing the shared media are outlined as 
follows.

3.1 Aloha 
pure Aloha4 concept is to simply transmit the packet 

whenever a packet is there. In case of collision, colliding frames 
are destroyed, and the transmitting stations need to try resending 
again. The pure aloha access method is unsynchronised that 
result in partial or sometimes full overlap of frames and both 
frames are destroyed. The vulnerable period in pure aloha is 
two time of the frame duration. 

The probability P[0] of no other traffic during the 
vulnerable period of 2 frame time, as deduced by the poisson 
distribution is as given by Eqn. (1) where g = mean frames per 
frame time 

Figure 1. TDM/TDMA network deployment view.
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2[0] GP e−=                                                                      (1)

[0] [0]Throughput  Mean arrival  time P  GP= × =

2GThroughput Ge−=                                                        (2)
So the maximum throughput of Aloha protocol as obtained 

from Eqn. (2) =1/2e, that is equal to 18 per cent. This value 
indicates poor throughput of Aloha.

3.2 Slotted Aloha
Slotted Aloha (S-Aloha4) is an improvement over pure 

Aloha but it requires each user to agree over slot boundaries. 
Idea is to divide the time scale into discrete time intervals with 
each interval corresponding to one frame. Each user sends the 
packet at the beginning of the slot, so in this method either 
there is a full collision or no collision at all, this eliminates the 
problem of partial collision. Vulnerable period is reduced to 
one frame time as compared to two frames of pure Aloha and 
throughput is as given by Eqn. (3).

GThroughput Ge−=                                                         (3)

Maximum throughput value approx = 36 per cent.

3.3 Reservation Aloha
Reservation Aloha access scheme offers an implicit 

reservation of the slot and does not use an independent 
reservation sub-channel. A slot is presumed unused if it is 
empty or if it contains collision. Idle slots are considered 
available to all users for random access as in slotted Aloha. A 
slot is considered temporary reserved by the station that has 
successfully used it and becomes available in next frame if the 
user fails to use it. In reservation Aloha, slots are organised into 
the frame such that,

frame duration  round  trip delay>

This makes the user be aware of the state of the channel 
in the preceding frame. This scheme is useful when users have 
traffic consisting of multi-packet messages, long messages 
or continuously arriving short messages but may not be well 
suitable for a VSAT network having star connectivity. The 
throughput5 of R-Aloha can be given by Eqn. (4).

[ ][ ]
[ ]
S SAS RA

S SA K
=

+
                                                         (4)

where k = average packets in a user message and S[SA] 
represents the throughput of slotted Aloha

3.4 Selective Reject Aloha
Selective6 reject Aloha is a random access scheme that 

does not require timing synchronisation. It is based on sub-
packetise the message and only collide part of the message 
is retransmitted with selective reject ARq retransmission 
strategy. On the transmission of sub-packets, a timer is set for 
waiting the acknowledgment that can indicate the partial or 
complete success of transmission. Only sub-packets that are 
unacknowledged are scheduled for retransmission.

3.5 Framed S-Aloha
In framed7 slotted Aloha shared access time is divided 

into frames and each frame is divided into some number of 
slots. Terminals are permitted to transmit their packet at most 
once per frame. Each user may transmit a packet in a frame 
with its probability to access the shared medium. Users should 
decide where to have their transmissions in a frame; it selects 
one of the timeslots in the frame to transmit its packet in that 
slot. Frame length may be either fixed or variable; it depends 
on the system implementation.

3.6 Diversity Slotted Aloha
Diversity8 slotted Aloha (DSA) is an extension to the slotted 

Aloha in which multiple copies of the packet is transmitted on 
the same channel but diversified over random time intervals 
or these copies could be transmitted simultaneously over 
different frequency channels. Under light traffic conditions, 
transmission of multiple copies improves the chances that 
at least one copy of the packet is received successfully; this 
scheme gives better delay performance. The larger number of 
replicas results in more robustness to lose, but at the cost of 
lower overall capacity as multiple transmission increases the 
overall physical channel load.

3.7 contention Resolution DSA 
Contention Resolution DSA (CRDSA)9 scheme uses 

the diversity transmission of data packets with interference 
cancellation techniques. It generates two replicas1 of the 
same packet at two randomly selected slots within the frame. 
The basic concept of this protocol lies in resolving the most 
of the packet contention by clearing up the burst collisions 
using iterative interference cancellation technique. Each of 
the replicas contains the information of the slot position of the 
corresponding twin replica within the frame. Each burst has 
the signalling information pointer to its twin location. In this 
scheme recovered information from a successful reception is 
used to cancel the effect of the interference that its twin may 
impose in another slot. This process is iterated to recover most 
of the packets that suffered from collision initially.

3.8 Slotted Aloha with Acknowledgment
In this approach, data is carried in contention mode on 

the channel as in S-Aloha with a variation that all packets are 
acknowledged by the recipient. This scheme has been also 
referred to as random access TDMA5. In terms of capacity 
performance, it is similar to S-Aloha but suffers from the twice 
propagation delay before the acknowledgment is received by 
the sender.

3.9 Fixed Frame and Reservation TDMA
In fixed frame5 TDMA, pre-assigned time slots are 

allocated to each user in TDMA format. In reservation 
TDMA, time slots are assigned to the user on real time as 
per requirement. In this approach, a user sends its request 
on a separate reservation channel which can be S-Aloha or 
non-contention TDMA with smaller slot size. On request, a 
central entity, network manager assign the time slots to the 
user as per the demand requested by the user.
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4. SelF-MANAgeD AcceSS ScheMe
4.1 Scenario

To illustrate the scheme, a scenario has been taken in 
which there are two return channels and one forward channel. 
One of the return channels is based on random access and 
other is contention-free TDMA16. The random access channel 
is mainly intended for signalling information and demand 
requests. Signalling information is acknowledged by the central 
controller and demand requests are replied back in the form of 
resource assignments. All these acknowledgments, assignments 
packets and some other information are multiplexed on TDM 
channel over the forward link. Network formulates the star 
topology that has the advantage of the availability of central 
controller and the broadcast capability in forward-link. The 
main objective is to improve the utilisation of random access 
channel. popular slotted Aloha approach does not require any 
coordination from remote terminals except that all of them 
should agree on common slot boundaries. By exploiting the 
continuous broadcast nature of the outbound channel and the 
central controller capabilities, additional access coordination 
could be introduced in the random-access nature of slotted 
Aloha to improve its performance.

To further reconnoiter the issue, first, we elucidate the 
TDM frame structure considered here as a part of the network. 
TDM frame10 contains a unique word, frame number, control 
information, data packets along with checksum. The remote 
terminals should have intelligent algorithm so that they 
could derive the listening frequency and could decode the 
desired information. By listening to TDM and its information 
containment, the remote terminals may also extract information 
related to network configuration and dynamic changes in the 
network. Multiple frames in TDM formulate a super-frame and 
each frame may contain multiple slots as shown in Fig. 2.

Terminals calculate the slot boundary for random 
access slotted Aloha and TDMA using the special markers 
in the TDM frame, as depicted in Fig. 3. As TDM is being 
broadcast to all terminals, thus it is possible to establish slot 
synchronisation in the network. Once terminals get the marker 
they can maintain the slot boundary using the precision clock. 
Slots in forward-links are either of the same duration or may 
have some multiplication factor with the access slot on return 
links12. The frame number of the current frame and the number 
of time slots in a frame is used to calculate the total slots passed 
in forward-link, which is used to derive the current slot number 
in return channel. The frame number designates the distance 
of the current frame from the start frame of the cycle. Based 
on this timing information, remote terminals can derive the 
slot number on the return channel. Thus each of the remote 

terminals has derived information of slot boundary and the 
current slot number to access the return channels. If demand 
request channel being accessed using slotted Aloha, achieving 
good throughput is one of the objectives. But other issues that 
are of concerns in using this access scheme are the waiting time 
before the successful transmission which can be very high in 
case of high load condition, also S-Aloha does not support any 
prioritisation and even no guarantee of successful transmission 
in low traffic conditions.

4.2 Scheme
To access the random-access channel, we propose the self-

managed scheme for the managed access in which terminals 
transmission has been correlated with slot numbers according 
to their numeric identifications. Each slot is the basic unit of 
transmission to send a burst on the contention-based channel. 

{ }1 2, NFrames in superframe  F  F  F= …

{ }1 2, . MSlots in a frame  S  S  S= …

{ }1 2, . M NSlots in superframe  S  S  S ×= …

In each super-frame, time slots can be identified by their 
unique numbers starting from 1 to N×M. It is assumed that slot 
duration in forward and return-channel is same and terminals 
on return channels derive the similar slot numbers as in the 
forward link. In the proposed self-managed access scheme, 
terminals can access a slot only if the terminal ID maps with 
the slot number as per the mapping rule. Three rules i.e. odd-
even mapping (OEM), unit digit mapping (UDM) and priority 
random-access (PRA) have been defined and are described 
below. As per the requirement, any of the three rules may be 
applied to access the media.

4.2.1 Self-managed OEM
In odd-even slot mapping, terminals having IDs ending 

with an odd digit are allowed to contend for slots with odd 
numbers while terminals having IDs ending with even digit 
can contend for even numbered slots as shown in Fig. 4. Initial 
digits of terminal IDs in the figure are represented by X which 
indicates that the initial digits are don’t care for the mapping rule 
defined here. In this scheme, the number of timeslots in a frame 
preferably should be multiple of two so that slots are uniformly 
distributed between even and odd type of terminals. In order to 
give an advantage to any of the two groups of terminals, less 
number of IDs of that particular category could be assigned to 

Figure 3. Inbound TDMA and random access slots.

Figure 2. Super-frame and frame composition.
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terminals. If at any point in time, there are only two terminals 
in the network with even and odd Ids respectively, their packets 
will never collide.

4.2.2 Self-managed UDM
In the scheme of one-to-one unit digit mapping, terminals 

check the last digit of their IDs and contend for the slots that 
have a similar number in its last digit. So for each terminal, 
there is not any single slot to contend but a group of slots 
ending with the same digit. A similar category of terminals in 
terms of their last-digit contend for the slot numbers having the 
same digit in their last position. For example, all the terminals 
having two in its last digit of terminal ID will contend for 
the slots that have digit two in its least significant position in 
the decimal number system. That implies that more than one 
terminal may content for the same slot, but restricted to the 
group of terminals demarcated by the last digit as depicted 
by Fig. 5. In this scheme, frame size is suggested such that 
each frame contains the slots in the multiple of ten for fair 
distribution of slots.

4.2.3 Self-managed PRA
In priority random access of self-managed scheme, one 

or more terminals can access a slot. Each terminal may access 
to any of the slots in a frame only once like frame S-Aloha 
but the probability to access the frame is different for each 
of the terminals as govern by the priority policy. Terminals 
have been categorised into three priority group with the level 
routine, medium and high with increasing order of probability 
to access the slot in a frame as shown in Fig. 6. This scheme 

Figure 4. Self-managed odd-even mapping.

Figure 5. Self-managed unit digit mappings.

Figure 6. Self-managed priority random access.

also supports privilege policy for the first frame of the super-
frame marked as privilege frame.

Terminals categorised as routine, attempt to access the 
slots in a frame with less probability and hence have less 
chance to acquire the slot. While the terminals with medium 
and high priority try to access the slot in a frame with increasing 
probabilities and hence has better chances to acquire the slot. 
This scheme also grants the special provision for the first frame 
of the super-frame in which only special privilege terminals 
are permitted to access and this privilege can be assigned only 
to selected terminals as per the policy. The number of terminals 
that can be assigned privilege status has to be kept minimum 
and should not exceed the twice the number of slots in a frame 
in order to provide the fair possibility of collision-free access 
to the slot.

4.3 Algorithm
The pseudocode of the proposed self-managed access 

scheme is shown in algorithm1 and the used notations and their 
interpretations are as given in Table 1. The basic algorithm flow 
for the proposed scheme is as given in Fig. 7. 

:   Algorithm1  Self  managed  access scheme
i iSelf  Managed  Rule (T , S )

: ( )i iin  Terminal  Id  (T ); Slot  number S
: ( )tout  Slot  number to transmit  S

1: 10i U T  mod  ←
2 : 10i S S  mod  ←

13 :  if  R  R  then=
4 :   if  U  is even then
5 :   tif  S  is even then S S←   
6 :  1  telse  S S  end if← +
7 :   else
8 :  t if  S  is odd  then S S←
9 :  1telse S S  end if← +    

        10 :  end if
211:   else if  R  R then=

12 :  tif  S U  then S S= ←
13 :  1telse  S S  end if   ← +
14 :  end if

315 :    else if  R  R then=
16 : 1  w p←
17 : tS S rand  (w)← +
18 :  end if
19 :  end if
20 :  t return S
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Table 1. explanation of various notations

Notation Definition

 Ti Id of the ith terminal

U Unit digit of terminal Id

Si ith slot number

St Slot to transmit packet

Pi ith signalling packet 

Ri Self-managed mapping rule

Ri Rule to apply

P Terminal priority 

Once slot boundary and slot numbers have been identified, 
transmit the packet in contention slot based on the mapping 
rule and terminal id.

An appropriate mapping can be adopted based on 
requirements and the number of terminals participating in 
the network. This scheme is referred to as managed because 
terminals have been grouped and the population of each of the 
group can be managed. All the terminals of the network are 
not the contender of each other but only terminals of similar 
group contend with each other. By assigning a different ID, 
terminal migration from one group to other may be done as per 
the policy.   

5.  cONclUSIONS
In TDM/TDMA network, terminals first need to access 

the random access channel to send the demand request packet 
in order to acquire the slot on TDMA channel for sending 
contention-free traffic later on. Multiple access schemes play 
an important role to get the access of the channel and slotted 
Aloha is the popular choice for random access to media. 
Slotted Aloha is random in nature, only slot boundaries are 
synchronised. paper suggests the self-managed access scheme 
in which utilisation of channel can be improved as the collision 
domain is reduced. Three technique i.e. odd-even, unit digit 
and priority random access have been proposed for managed 
access of the contention based channel. Further, as future work, 
authors consider that terminals are deployed in remote areas 
and battery life is an important concern, therefore, suggests the 
dynamic sleep for improvement of the battery consumption in 
remote terminals. 
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